The language CTSL of specification of conceptual transition systems which are a formalism for description of dynamic discrete systems on the basis of their conceptual structure is proposed. The basic kinds of conceptual transition systems are considered. The basic predefined elements and operations of the CTSL language are defined.
Introduction
Development of formalisms, languages and tools for describing the conceptual structure of various systems is an important problem of the modern knowledge industry. Description of changes of the conceptual structure of the system when it functions is an another important problem.
The formalism of description (specification) of systems -conceptual transition systems (CTSs) -that solves these problems was proposed in [1] . To our knowledge, CTSs are the only formalism which meets the following requirements (as is shown in [1] ):
1. It describes the conceptual structure of the specified system. 2. It describes the content of the conceptual structure of the specified system, i. e. it describes the specified system in the context of the conceptual structure.
3. It describes the change of the conceptual structure of the specified system. 4 . It describes the change of the content of the conceptual structure of the specified system, i. e. it describes the change of the specified system in the context of the conceptual structure.
5. It is quite universal to specify typical ontological elements (concepts, attributes, concept instances, relations, relation instances, individuals, types, domains, and so on.).
6. It provides a quite complete classification of ontological elements, including the determination of their new kinds and subkinds. 7 . It is based on the conception 'state -transition' of the usual transition systems, keeping Let sup(ḟun) and ω denote the support ofḟun and the indeterminate value ofḟun, respectively. The context in which some embedded contexts are omitted is called a partial context. All omitted embedded contexts are considered bound by the existential quantifier, unless otherwise specified.
Letȯbj ȯbj 1 , . . .,ȯbjṅ at denote the objectȯbj in the context ȯbj 1 , . . .,ȯbjṅ at .
Let cts denote a set of conceptual transition states [8] . Let ato, ele, eleStr, ordStr and sta denote sets of atoms, elements, element structures, ordered structures and conceptual states in ċts .
Let samp, body, cond and var be sets of elements called samples, bodies, conditions and variables, respectively. Let varSet be a set of unsorted structures. Elements ofvarSet are called variables.
The CTSL language
The CTSL language is a language of specification of CTSs. Atoms, elements and the transition relation are key notions of CTSL.
Atoms and elements
Atoms in CTSL represent atoms of CTSs which are specified by CTSL. An objectȯbj is called an atom in CTSL, if
• eitherȯbj is a sequence of Unicode symbols except for the whitespace symbols and the symbols ", ' }, }, (, ), [, ] , :, ; and ,;
• orȯbj has the form "ȯbj 1 ", whereȯbj 1 is a sequence of Unicode symbols in which each occurrence of the character " is preceded by the symbol '.
Elements in CTSL represent elements of CTSs which are specified by CTSL. They are defined as in CTSs [1] The definition of the transition relation in CTSL uses the notion of substitution.
Substitutions
A functionḟun ∈ ele → ele is called a substitution. Let sub be a set of substitutions.
A function subF ∈ ele → ele is called a substitution function in ṡub , if the following properties hold:
• ifėle ∈ sup(ṡub), then subF ṡub (ėle) =ṡub(ėle); • ifȧto / ∈ sup(ṡub), then subF ṡub (ȧto) =ȧto; 
Basic kinds of CTSs
Basic kinds of CTSs are defined in this section. A conceptualċon is called an exception, ifċon(1) = exception. Thus, the concept exception specifies exceptions. Let exc be a set of exceptions. A transitionṫra returns (or generates) an exceptionėxc, ifėxc is a value in ṫ ra . The elementėxc(0) specifies usually information about the generated exception, and the elementsėxc(int), whereint < 0, concretizes usually a kind of this information. A transitionṫra is normally executed, ifṫra returns no exception.
CTSs with transition values
A systemċts is called a CTS with transition values, ifṡta($val) ̸ = ω for all sta such that sta is admissible in ċts . ). An elementval is called a value in ėle,ṫra , ifėle is executed in ṫ ra , andval is a value in ṫ ra .
CTSs with executable elements
Executable elements in such CTSs can be partitioned into defined and predefined ones. In this case, the transition relation traRel exe: is defined as the union of the transition relations traRel predef: and traRel def: such that traRel predef: , traRel def: ∈ ele × tra → bool. An elementėle is called predefined in traRel , if there existsṫra such that traRel predef: (ėle,ṫra).
An elementėle is called defined in traRel , if there existsṫra such that traRel def: (ėle,ṫra).
In the case of partitioning executable elements into predefined and defined ones, a CTS in traRel ele: is redefined as follows: traRel(ṫra) if and only ifṫra(1)($exeEle) ̸ = ω, and
•ṫra(1)($exeEle) is executed in ṫ ra, traRel predef: , or
•ṫra(1)($exeEle) is not executed in ṫ ra, traRel predef: , andṫra(1)($exeEle) is executed in ṫ ra, traRel predef: , or
•ṫra(1)($exeEle) is not executed in ṫ ra, traRel predef: and ṫ ra, traRel def: , anḋ
tra(2) =ṫra(1)($val ← (-1:unknownElement, 0:ėle, 1:exception)).
CTSs with executable elements can be used, for example, to specify abstract machines of programming languages. In this case, executable elements are executable constructs of programming languages. 
CTSs with execution contexts

CTSs with defined conceptuals
CTSs with defined conceptuals specify definitions of conceptuals.
A conceptualċon ′ is called a definition in ċon,ṡta , ifṅat is an order in ċon , A CTSċts is called a CTS with defined conceptuals, if semantics of conceptuals sem is redefined by the following way:
• ifṡta(ċon) ̸ = ω, then sem(ċon,ṡta) =ṡta(ċon);
• ifṡta(ċon) = ω,ċon ′ is a definition in ċon,ṡta , andėle is a body in def:ċon ′ ,ṡta , then sem(ċon,ṡta) = sem(ėle,ṡta);
• otherwise, sem(ċon,ṡta) = ω. 
CTS with transition rules
CTSs with types
CTSs with types specify types of elements and literals of these types. The set type of the CTSL language includes the following basic types:
• element such that lit(element) = ele;
• atom such that lit(atom) = ato;
• emptyStr such that lit(emptyElement) = {(), {}};
• emptyOrdStr such that lit(emptyOrdStr) = {()};
• emptyUnoStr such that lit(emptyUnoStr) = {{}};
• eleStr such that lit(eleStr) = eleStr ;
• ordStr such that lit(ordStr) = ordStr ;
• unoStr such that lit(unoStr) = unoStr ;
• labStr such that lit(labStr) = labStr ;
• int such that lit(int) = int;
• nat such that lit(nat) = nat;
• nat0 such that lit(nat0) = nat0 ;
• bool such that lit(bool) = bool ;
• rule such that lit(rule) = rule;
• macro such that lit(macro) = macro;
• program such that lit(program) = prog.
Basic predefined elements in CTSL
Basic predefined elements in CTSL are defined in this section.
The element omega
The element (omega) is called an indeterminate return and defined as follows:
traRel(ėle,ṫra) if and only ifṫra(2) =ṫra(1)($val ← ω).
It returns an indeterminate value. (2)), or
The elements ordStrToUnoStr and unoStrToOrdStr
The assignment
The element skip
•ṡta($val) = false, and traRel(ṡta($exeEle ←ėle 2 ),ṫra (2)), or
The elementsċond,ėle 1 andėle 2 are called a condition, then-branch and else-branch in ėle .
The elementėle executes then-branch or else-branch depending on the value of the condition.
The element (ifċond thenėle) is a shortcut for the element (ifċond thenėle else (skip)).
The sequential composition
The elementėle of the form (seqėle 1 (2)).
Evaluators
The element ele of the form (*ḃody *) is called an evaluator and defined as follows:
traRel(ėle,ṫra) if and only if there existsṡta such that traRel(ṫra(1)($exeEle ←ḃody),ṡta), and eitherṡta($val) / ∈ exc, and traRel(ṡta($exeEle ←ṡta($val)),ṫra(2)), orṡta($val) ∈ exc,
The elementḃody is called a body in ėle . The elementėle first executesḃody, and then executes the value ofḃody.
Quoters
The elementėle of the form (quoteḃody) is called a quoter and defined as follows:
traRel(ėle,ṫra) if and only ifṫra(2) =ṫra(1)($val ←ḃody).
The elementḃody is called a body in ėle . The elementėle changes a state only in $val, and assignḃody to $val.
The object 'ḃody is a shortcut for the element (quoteḃody). For example, 'true is a shortcut for (quote true).
Return handlers
The 
1:exception)))).
The elementċond is called a condition in ėle . •ṡta($val) is an empty structure, andṫra(2) =ṡta, or
The conditional pattern matching
•ṡta($val) ∈ exc, andṫra(2) =ṡta, or
•ṡta($val) ∈ ato ∪ labStr \ exc, andṫra (2) 
The element throw
The elementėle of the form (throwḃody) is defined by the rule:
(if (throw x) var (x) where (x is exception) then ($val ::= 'x))
The elementḃody is called a body in ėle .
Branching
The branching elements specify the order of execution of elements called branches and what branches are executed. 
Basic operations in CTSL
Basic operations in CTSL are defined in this section. Let ope be a set of operations.
Boolean operations
The set ato includes atoms true and false which specify the corresponding boolean values. 
Equality and inequality of elements
The elementėle of the form (ėle 1 =ėle 2 ) specifies the operation of equality = on elements.
Semantics ofėle coincides with semantics of the pseudoelement Pseudoelements are extension of elements by constructs ȯbj , whereȯbj is either a property or an expression. The object $sta denotes the current state.
The elementėle of the form (ėle 1 !=ėle 2 ) specifies the operation of inequality != on elements.
It is defined in the similar way.
Integer operations and relations
The elementėle of the form (ėle 1 The elements (ėle 1ȯ peėle 2 ), where ope ∈ {<=, >, >=} specifying the integer relations <=, > and >= are defined in the similar way.
Conclusion
In this paper the language CTSL of CTSs is proposed and the following kinds of CTSs are defined: CTSs with transition values specifying values of transitions, CTSs with executable elements specifying elements which can be executed, CTSs with execution contexts specifying contexts in which elements are executed, CTSs with counters specifying generation of new elements which are instances of the given concepts, CTSs with history variables specifying variables which store a history of changing the conceptual $val, CTSs with defined conceptuals specifying definitions of conceptuals, CTSs with transition rules specifying executed elements based on the pattern matching and reduction of their execution semantics to execution semantics of other elements, CTSs with types specifying types of elements and literals of these types.
Basic predefined elements and operations used in applications of CTSs are also presented.
We plan to use the CTSL language to solve problems of designing and prototyping software systems as well as specification of operational and axiomatic semantics of programming languages.
In the case of specification of operational semantics of a programming language, a CTS specifies the abstract machine of the language.
In the case of specification of axiomatic semantics of a programming language, a CTS specifies a generator of verification conditions for programs in the language, based on its axiomatic semantics.
